Philadelphia chromosome-negative chronic myeloid leukaemia: a report of 14 new cases.
The Philadelphia chromosome (Ph) is the cytogenetic hallmark of chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML) and is used to confirm the diagnosis of CML based on clinical and morphological criteria. We investigated 14 patients with features of CML but without detectable Ph chromosome. In seven patients, referred to as BCR+, M-bcr/abl rearrangement was detected by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The seven remaining patients did not have M-bcr/abl rearrangement and are described as BCR-. BCR- patients were younger, had lower white blood cell counts (WBC) and lower basophilia. Four BCR- and four BCR+ patients underwent blastic transformation (BT). Response to therapy was fairly similar in both populations. According to French-American-British (FAB) Cooperative Leukaemia Group guidelines, all BCR- patients were classified as having classic form CML or 'chronic granulocytic leukaemia' (CGL) when based only on morphological data. This study further confirms the existence of true CML cases without Ph chromosome or M-bcr/abl rearrangement and shows that this entity differs only slightly from classic form Ph+ CML. The Ph-BCR- subgroup raises two problems. First, the differential diagnosis with atypical CML or CMML, based on morphological data, and secondly, the therapeutic follow-up in the absence of a specific marker. In contrast, the residual disease of Ph-BCR- patients can be monitored by PCR. More advanced molecular and biochemical techniques will be required to understand which molecular mechanisms underlie Ph-BCR- CML, resulting in phenotypes sometimes indistinguishable from Ph+ CML.